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POWER V
CUTTING-EDGE DESIGN

By combining unsurpasssed strength and weight saving construction, our multi-positional, hydraulic-
powered plows are second-to-none. The aggressive 30 degree cutting-edge angle cuts hard packed snow 
with no down pressure and the 48’’ moldboard rolls snow easily - out plowing the competition. 

Our leading-edge hydraulic valve and joystick control are designed with all settings built in for maximum 
system efficiency including impact relief protection. Completely operational at the mere touch of a button.
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SNOWBULL

V35 SERIES
1� Versatile, reinforced, lightweight, fully boxed A - 

Frame specifically designed for your equipment. 

2� Heavy-duty, lightweight, double-walled 
moldboard with continuous welds inside and out.

3� Locking pins are hardened and fully greasable. 

4� Large hydraulic cylinders have a forged clevis and 
1.5” shafts with double plating. All components are 
fully serviceable for extended service.

5� Moldboard curvature and design eliminate snow/
ice build-up while providing exceptional snow 
casting with less Horse Power and better fuel 
efficiency!

6� Support ribs provide extra strength and 
lightweight construction. Lifting lugs allow for 
safe, easy handling.

7� Fully serviceable trip edge with torsion springs.

8� Wear resistant curb guides are attached to the 
ends of the plow’s cutting edges.

9� The hydraulic independent V-Plow sections are 
completely operational, moving a full 65 degrees 
of travel and come with trip-edge spring design, 
providing for smooth operation and maintenance.

Model **5V35 6V35 8V35 9V35 10V35 12V35
HP Range 30 - 100 hp 60 - 120 hp 80 - 140 hp

Plow Width 60” 72” 96” 108” 120” 144”

Overall Height 35” 35” 35” 35” 35” 35”

Approx. Weight (lbs) 840 lbs 880 lbs 1080lbs 1130lbs 1190lbs 1310lbs

AG TRACTORS - LOADERS - SKID STEERS - SIDEWALK EQUIPMENT - SPECIALIZED MACHINERY
* Pictures may include options. Plow widths may not be the overall width of the plow
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V48 SERIES
1� Versatile, reinforced, lightweight, fully boxed A - 

Frame specifically designed for your equipment. 

2� Heavy-duty, lightweight, double-walled 
moldboard with continuous welds inside and out.

3� Heavy duty wear shoes with optional high wear 
carbide. 

4� Locking pins are hardened and fully greasable.

5� Large hydraulic cylinders have a forged clevis and 
1.5” shafts with double plating. All components 
are fully serviceable for extended service.

6� Moldboard curvature and design eliminate snow/
ice build-up while providing exceptional snow 

casting with less Horse Power and better fuel 
efficiency!

7� Support ribs provide extra strength and 
lightweight construction. Lifting lugs allow for 
safe, easy handling.

8� Fully serviceable trip edge with torsion springs.

9� Wear resistant curb guides are attached to the 
corners of the plow’s cutting edges.

10� The hydraulic independent V-Plow sections 
are completely operational, moving a full 65 
degrees of travel and come with trip-edge spring 
design, providing for smooth operation and 
maintenance.

AG TRACTORS - LOADERS - SKID STEERS - SIDEWALK EQUIPMENT - SPECIALIZED MACHINERY
* Pictures may include options. Plow widths may not be the overall width of the plow

Model *10V48 12V48 14V48 16V48
HP Range 100 - 130 hp 120 - 160 hp 130 - 180 hp 150 - 250 hp

Plow Width 123” 147” 171” 195”

Overall Height 48” 48” 48” 48”

Approx. Weight (lbs) 1590lbs 1870lbs 2100lbs 2330lbs
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SNOWBULL

POWER SIDEWING

By combining unsurpasssed strength and weight saving construction, our multi-positional, 2-1/2 
foot hydraulic-powered 180 degree moving side swing plows are second to none. The aggressive 28 
degree cutting-edge angle cuts hard packed snow with no down pressure and the 35” moldboard 
rolls snow easily - out plowing the competition.

Our leading-edge hydraulic valve and joystick control are designed with all settings built in for 
maximum system efficiency including impact relief protection. Completely operational at the mere 
touch of a button.

CUTTING-EDGE DESIGN
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SW35 SERIES
1� Versatile, reinforced, lightweight, fully boxed A - 

Frame specifically designed for your equipment. 

2� Heavy-duty, lightweight, double-walled 
moldboard with continuous welds inside and out.

3� Heavy duty wear shoes with optional high wear 
carbide. 

4� Locking pins are hardened and fully greasable.

5� Large hydraulic cylinders have a forged clevis and 
1.5” shafts with double plating. All components 
are fully serviceable for extended service.

6� Moldboard curvature and design eliminate snow/
ice build-up while providing exceptional snow 
casting with less Horse Power and better fuel 
efficiency!

7� Support ribs provide extra strength and 
lightweight construction. Lifting lugs allow for 
safe, easy handling.

8� Fully serviceable trip edge with torsion springs.

9� Independent boxed side wings are operational of 
the 180 degree positions and come with internal 
trip edge and spring providing smooth operation 
and maintenance.

10� State-of-the-art, progressive linkage design 
incorporating heavy duty components with just 
one cylinder.

MODEL *8SW35 9SW35 10SW35
HP Range 80 - 120 hp 90 - 140 hp 100 - 140 hp

Main Plow Width 96” 108” 120”

Overall Width - Wings Open 156” 168” 180”

Overall Height 37” 37” 37”

Approx. Weight (lbs) 1770lbs 1800lbs 1830lbs

AG TRACTORS - LOADERS - SKID STEERS - SIDEWALK EQUIPMENT - SPECIALIZED MACHINERY
* Pictures may include options. Plow widths may not be the overall width of the plow
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SW48 SERIES
1� Versatile, reinforced, lightweight, fully boxed A - 

Frame specifically designed for your equipment. 

2� Heavy-duty, lightweight, double-walled 
moldboard with continuous welds inside and out.

3� Heavy duty wear shoes with optional high wear 
carbide. 

4� Locking pins are hardened and fully greasable.

5� Large hydraulic cylinders have a forged clevis and 
1.5” shafts with double plating. All components 
are fully serviceable for extended service.

6� Moldboard curvature and design eliminate snow/
ice build-up while providing exceptional snow 

casting with less Horse Power and better fuel 
efficiency!

7� Support ribs provide extra strength and 
lightweight construction. Lifting lugs allow for 
safe, easy handling.

8� Fully serviceable trip edge with torsion springs.

9� Independent boxed side wings are operational of 
the 180 degree positions and come with internal 
trip edge and spring providing smooth operation 
and maintenance.

10� State-of-the-art, progressive linkage design 
incorporating heavy duty components with just 
one cylinder.

Model *10SW48 12SW48 14SW48
HP Range 100 - 160 hp 120 - 180 hp 140 - 220 hp

Main Plow Width 120” 144” 168”

Overall Width - Wings Open 208” 232” 256”

Overall Height 48” 48” 48”

Approx. Weight (lbs) 2400lbs 2600lbs 2800lbs

AG TRACTORS - LOADERS - SKID STEERS - SIDEWALK EQUIPMENT - SPECIALIZED MACHINERY
* Pictures may include options. Plow widths may not be the overall width of the plow
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BOX PUSHER

By combining unsurpasssed strength and weight saving construction, our box pusher plows are second-
to-none. The aggressive 27 or 30 degree cutting-edge angle cuts hard packed snow with no down pressure 
and the 35” or 48” moldboard rolls snow easily - out plowing the competition. 

The Machinability BP series can be mounted to almost any machine. 
With the 48 Series having built-in bucket mounts standard. The 
Machinability BP series plows can have your choice of rubber cutting 
edge or sectional steel trip edge.

STEEL OR RUBBER  
CUTTING EDGES

CUTTING-EDGE DESIGN
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SNOWBULL

BP35 & BP48 SERIES
1� Moldboard curvature and design eliminate snow/

ice build-up while providing exceptional snow 
casting with less Horse Power and better fuel 
efficiency!

2� Our custom engineered lower channel provides 
three times the strength of structural steel.

3� The upper 5”x5” formed box section makes your 
plow “Machinability” strong. 

4� Support ribs provide extra strength and 
lightweight construction. Lifting lugs allow for 
safe, easy handling. 

5� Replaceable bolt-on side plates and side plate 
braces ensure that your plow will be working for 
you for years. 

6� Adjustable and replaceable shoes for the side 
plates also keep you plowing for years without 
having to weld on new edges.

7� Our 48” box plows have optional bolt on Quick 
Attach systems for all machines. With any of the 
37” tall box plows you have the option to bolt 
on bucket mount forks or bolt on skid steer, Alo, 
or Quick Attach plate for flexibility to change 
machines down the road.

Model *12BP48 14BP48 16BP48
HP Range 100 - 140 hp 120 - 160 hp 130 - 200 hp

Plow Width 144” 168” 192”

Overall Height 48” 48” 48”

Approx. Weight (lbs) 2160lbs 2300lbs 2440lbs

Model *8BP35 10BP35 12BP35 14BP35
HP Range 60 - 100 hp 80 - 120 hp 100 - 140 hp 110 - 160 hp

Plow Width 96” 120” 144” 168”

Overall Height 37” 37” 37” 37”

Approx. Weight (lbs) 1200lbs 1350lbs 1450lbs 1550lbs

AG TRACTORS - LOADERS - SKID STEERS - SIDEWALK EQUIPMENT - SPECIALIZED MACHINERY
* Pictures may include options. Plow widths may not be the overall width of the plow
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MOUNTING SYSTEMS

Typical Ag Tractor Mount

Typical Class 2 3/4 Point 
Hitch Mount

Typical Class 1/2 3 Point 
Hitch Mount

Typical Solid/Ridgid Mount Typical Floating Alo Mount

Typical Loader Mount
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